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Post-Science Vision of Knowledge of Next 3000 Years vs. Established Knowledge Led by Science
Introduction
Post-science and fuzzy logic are mainstream knowledge of the future. The post-science
solutions of value, complete automated software, and touch plus the study of the range of
tolerance in post-science fuzzy logic constitute a total departure from the current knowledge
dominated by science, which deals mainly with finite consideration and products of finite life.
Science deals with around 5 variables, social science, about 50 variables, and life science, about
500 variables, and post-science fuzzy logic deals with post-creational technology with potentially
an unlimited number of variables, together extending the knowledge into the next 3000 years.
The problem of post-science fuzzy logic is the problem of the permanently uncertain future.
Three methods have been introduced to deal with the permanently uncertain future:
1. Recalculation, whenever the future expectation changes, using the solution of value,
2. Auto-update to any new standards, using the solution of complete automation, and
3. Expansion of the range of tolerance, sacrificing precision, to cover all possibilities of the
permanently uncertain future.
Items 1 and 2 above need the presence of human beings to execute. In the absence of human
beings, Item 3 is needed in order for their self-creation to survive and flourish in the
permanently uncertain future.
Science is just the First Realization of uncommon Human Knowledge. It deals with non-violable
laws of nature of the physical world. In the next 500 years, social science will introduce nonviolable laws of nature in social science, such as the post-science completely mathematically
rigorous solution of value. Social science will be the Second Realization of Human Knowledge.
In the next 1000 years, life science will introduce the Third Realization of Human Knowledge
with the solutions for permanent existence based on complete automation, such as the postscience completely logically rigorous solution of completely automated foundation for life and
computer sciences. Self-creation starts in 1000 years with the design of the Self-Manufactured
General Purpose Robot with the ability of touch. In the Fourth Realization of Human Knowledge
in 2000 years, it will be realized that the Robot will ultimately become the human, and the
Robot Software, DNA. The self-created human must be created with the ability to survive and
flourish permanently in the absence of its creators, namely, humans. The Fifth Realization of
Human Knowledge will deal with the expansion of the range of tolerance of a creation, resulting
in a fuzzy reality, which should be analyzed by fuzzy logic, not exact logic. Post-science would
venture the speculation that the Sixth Realization of Human Knowledge will be the creation of
Happiness, and the Seventh Realization of Human Knowledge, the creation of Heaven.
Post-Science Fuzzy Logic Team works on the knowledge foundation established by Hugh Ching, Lotfi
Zadeh, T. L. Kunii, Ta-You Wu, Kenneth Arrow, Richard Stallman, Paul Feyerabend, and Chien Yi Lee

